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conditional exponential families of stochastic processes and tc! three tc\t\ hard 1~ the’ ~DI;I~E 
likelihood estimate as well as to the likelihood ratio tc\t. A contiguit! c’;bi~:lnl;ttu~n trr. UW$ try 
that a previously suggested criterion is inadequate and itself provtdcx a par:iai scab 
problem. A heuristic argument is also put forward to support a propoGticrn rr 
optimality of the maximum iikelihood estimate in a certain WW. Two examples *isi< 
the theory are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
In two recent papers, Basawa and Scott [2] and [tl h;tv~ prs~ntcd ;rryua 
claiming that a particular definition of efficiency does not lead to &k%+~nt tots. 
definition of efficiency arose as a generalization to the s’iochastic process ubstim; 
problem of what Rae [l I] called first order efficicnq for the igl~~~~~~~ 
. 
identically distributed (i.i.d.) case. The definition (see Section 2 below) t-i 
appeared in Heyde [8] and was further discussed in Hey-de and Feigin [cl] and F 
The objective criterion that Basawa and Scott used ws that a ttx ~~r~~~~a~~~~r~ WV+ 
efficient if it had maximum power :qmptoticaliy. To masin;izc* pov. L”P thq 
approach of Rae (f 11 j, p. S4) which rehes on approximaiing the power functi 
its first derivative. Here we suggest arxguments indicating the inadequx! t 
approach for the stochastic process contest and. following the “IcK:~ 
approach of Le Cam [lo], suggest an alternatiax method tier coqwri 
powers. For the two examples considered in the last section wt’ 
conclusions of [2] a.nd [3] are not substantiated. 
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for the i.i..d. case the contiguity is established here in the absence of asymptotic 
normality for the likelihood ratio function and is of independent interest. 
Armed with the contiguity property we are able to examine the asymptotic 
behaviour of several tests for local alte Tnatives. This is, in effect, what Basawa and 
Scott [2] and [3] wish to do when thc:y refer to “8 near &“. 
The conclusions concerning the asv!r rjtotic relative efficiency of various tests are 
disappointing in the sense that the :i: Jting measure depends OIJI the size of the 
respective tests and on another qu:rtnllty. Some remarks about an alternative (but 
similar) criterion are made but, as implied by the title, a completely satisfactory 
solution to the efficiency criteria p -:r+lem is still not apparent. 
2. The inference framework 
We assume we have a family of probability spaces {(Lf2)9, PO), 8 E 0) where for 
simplicity w,e take the parameter sl:ace 8 to be an interval subset of the real line. 
We observe a discrete stochastic p1.oces.s (X,,} which evolves according to one of the 
probabilities Pe, say Pea. We write 9,, = (r(X,, . . ., X,), the c-field generated by 
XI, e e ., X,. Our problem is to make inferences about the value of the parameter 6 
based on the observation of X1,. . ., Xn. 
Writing P5 for the restriction of eCY $0 9” we have the likelihood function 
(1 he measure ju dominates the family ‘,Pe ; 8 E 0) and p ” is the restriction of p to 
9,,.) An important quantity for the inference problem is 
un(e) de =  (log L,(e)) 
which we assume to exist. Under a mild regularity condition (see Feigin [7]) we find 
that { U#), 9n; n 2 l} is a zero-msan martingale with respect to Pe. We assume 
further that it is square-integrable and define the condlitional variance 
I,,(e)= 2 Ee [(U__(e) -- U,-1(e))” f %I] 
1=1 
(2 1) . 
and its expectation 
&(e) = EeL(8) = & C@) (2*2) 
where E, denotes expectation with respect to P@, U. =O and %$ is trivial. 
If 6(n) is the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of 8 (i.e. a solution of 
U,(8) = 0) then there are families of processes called conditional exponential 
families for which 
h/,(e) = L(e)(&f2) - e) (2 3) s 
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wherein we see that I,,(O) plays the part of Fisher’s measure of information for the 
case of exponential families in the i.i.d. GM. The occurrence of (2.3) Ied to the 
following extension of Rae’s ([1 I], p. 49) definition of cfticiency (first order). 
The estimator T, is (asymptotically) &icient if, as rz -+ x, 
I&)(T, - 6 - p(e)[In(e)]-‘ri,*te)).~o. (2 -4) 
Here /3(. ) is some non-random function. If the factorization (2.3) pertains then it is 
clear that 6(n) is efficient according to (2.4) with p(e j = 1, and we will assume that 
1,(8)--+= a.s. [PO] so that &I) is also consistent by a straightforward martingale 
result. 
M/e further assume that Wn(8) z [& (iI)]-‘I,,(O)2 W(O), a random umat~tc” 
satisfying P,,( W(0) > 0) = 1. The situations we are interested in are when W(0) is 
non-degenerate and we will largely assume this in what fo!tows. Morcovcr, wc will 
assume that the conditions for the central hmit result (see Easawa and Scoit j2] and 
Heyde and Feigin [9]) hold so that we have 
(Wn(@),Z,(@)) -2 (w(e), Z>[Pfl] (2.5) 
where 
Z,,(O) = I$(@)U&I) and 2 - N(O. 1) independent of W(ft). 
The result (2.5) is stronger than the unkariate central limit theorem of kIe)cfc 
and Feigin [9] but for both the examples discussed in that paper the conv~regt~r~ce of 
the joint distributions can be substantiated by the random time change rt’\uIts 00’ 
Billingsley [S] or the results of Anderson [I]. 
Corresponding to the factorization (2.3) one finds that I,@) factorizes it\ i’~llo~s 
(see Heyde and Feigin [9]) 
where N,, is some function of X1, . . ., X,, - l only and &( . ) is non-random. 
For the conditional exponential families, as a ck~nsequence of (2.5). wc’ have’ 
I;($,&) - i9)--= 2 
with respect to Pti so that a possible statistic to test hypotheses about Fs,, is 
I,.:( &)(6(n) - O,,). This asymptotically normal statistic was suggested by Fcigin [~bj 
however, because it is not proportional to LJ,l(&,), it failed the criterion of Btrs~:~~ 
and Scott [2] who suggested a test based on Snl(Bt,)b,(dl,)(~(n) - 6,)). As in ~as~~~~~ 
and Scott [3] we will also consider a third test based on $($,,)(&rt ) -- &) whit 
resembles the i.i.d. situation in that we have a constant norming. For le’;ase t 
reference we set up the labelling as indicated below. 
Note that in [2] the symbols &, and I,, are interchanged. if the ti in ~~~~~~~t~~ ~~~~ 
the expressions PO, Ee, &, (a)., I,, (t-l), W(0) it is taken to be= f),, in the sequc 
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- 
Test type A B C 
. 
Based on I,‘(ej(e^(nj - 0) ~&YjI#3)(~(n) - ej &e)(O(n) - ej 
= S,(n, ej = Se@, ej = S&z, e j 
3. Contiguity calcuPations 
We refer the reader to Roussas [12] for the background to the following 
arguments. Let en = e. + ht;!(e,j, 
an interior point of 0 with 0, E 0, 
ratio be defined by 
n, = log [iL, (en jiin (ed], 
and arbitrarily (but measurably) 
n = 1,2....,: Ihl>O; and we assume that eO is 
n = 1,2,. . . . Let the logarithm of the likelihood 
L* (&&PI (00) > 0 (3 1) . 
defined on (L&?,,)Ln(&) = 0). The sequence 
(&(&j} is a reasonable substitute for the sequence (n} of the i.i.d. situation upon 
considering, for example, the quantity Ee U’,(e) in each case. 
We are interested in firstly establishing the contiguity of the sequences {Pi,,} and 
{Q}. To do this we will check the equivalent condition (&j of Roussas [ 12, p. 111. 
Lf!mna 1, For a conditional exponential family for which (2.5) and (2.6) hold with 
d;-‘(e) existing and bounded in a neighbourhood of 6, we have 
under Pe,. 
Proof. The Taylor expansion of A, about & can be expressed as 
A,, = (0, - e,,ju,(e,,j + I(e, - e,,jw(e :) (3 3) . 
where 
and 
K(e) = &p’(e)@(n)- ej- H,+(e) 
e:E=,[eo,en]. 
Substituting h&i(&) = 8,, - & into (3.3), and using the boundedness of u#/( . j and 
the continuity of 4 at &, we readily obtain the desired conclusion from (2.5) and 
the continuous mapping theorem (see Billingslley”s [5:] Theorem 5.5). 
Theorem 1. Under the conditions of Lemma 1, the sequences {Pi,,} and (Pi,,} are 
contiguous. 
Proof. According to (S3) of Roussas [12] we now need only check that 
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Eexp(hZW+-$h’W)= 1. (3.4) 
This follows immediately from the independence of 2 and W (no matter what the 
distribution of W = W(&)). 
To apply this property to investigating the asymptotic properties of the tests A, B 
and C we record the following lemma which is a simple consequence of the 
definitions. 
Lemma 2. For the conditional exponential families if (2.5) and (2.6) hold with (b’(8) 
ksting and bounded in a neighbourhood of &, then, under P% and as II -B = 
I (A,,, S,(n, $&A (hZW+- 4h2 W, 2) = (A, V,), 
/ 
(A,, &(n, $,))A (hZWh - fh’ W, ZW;) = (A, V,), (3.5) 
I (A,. S&z, &))z (hZW4 -;h2W,ZW-+(A, Vc.). 
Proof. Apply the continuous mapping theorem (Billingsley [S], Theorem 5.5) to 
assumption (2.5). 
The contiguity condition now permits us to determine the asymptotic distribution 
of the statistics, as well as of /1., under the sequence of alternatives {PG,) and so will 
enable us to compute asymptotic powers for these local alternatives. We introduce 
the foilowing notation: 
L8Jn = .=%(A,,, Ss(n, &)I I$,), J = A, B or @ 
to indicate the joint distribution of the pair (LI,,, S, (n, 6,))) under PZ,,. An expression 
such as 
will be interpreted to mean that the distributions on tk.e left converge to the 
distribution of the random vector Q. 
Theorem 2. For conditional exponential families if (2.5) arcd (2.6) hold with &“(flI 
bouPtded ir; a neighbourhood of &,, then as n --, x 
~+(hZW~+$h’W,ZW-%- h). 
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Proof. The proof is based on Roussas’ [12] Theorem 7.1. As a consequence of 
Lemma 2 and the contiguity of {PZ,,} and {P Z,,} we have 
.9+(A’, Vi) asn-+a (? 9 _. 
wht!re 
Eexp{iuA ’ + iuVi} = E exp{iuA f iuV, + A} (3.10) 
and A and VJ are given in (3.5) for J = A, E or C. To indicate how the results (3.69, 
(3.7) and (3.8) follow from (3.20) we will examine the case J = B. We have 
Eexp{iuA + ivVe + A} 
=Eexp{iu(hZW~- $h’W)+iv(ZWi)+ hZW!--4h’W) 
= Eexp{iW(iuh + iv + h)‘-:iuh’W-$h2W} 
=Eexp{!W(iuh +iu)2++h2W+iuh2W+ivhW-~iuhZW-$~‘W) 
=Eexp{(iuh -+iv)WfZ-t$iuh2W+ivhW} 
= Eexp(iu(h2CWj-kfh2W)+iv(ZW% hW)} 
which, by the uniqueness theorem for characteristic functions, is sufficient to justify 
(3.7). Results (3.6) and (3.8) are obtained similarly. 
Note that we have only assumed that the distribution of W(0,) be independent of 
that of Z, and that its support be the interval [O,m). Nothing further concerning the 
type of distribution of W is required. 
The condition that 0” e 0 for all n = 1,2,. . . can be readily removed by 
arbitrarily defining A, and PO” for n s no when oPk, 6f 0, 0, E 0 for m > nrl, 
whereupon the asymptotic resufts are unchanged. 
The results of this section now permit us to evaluate the asymptotic powers and 
hence relative efficiencies of our three test types. 
4. Asymptotic efkiency 
Consider testinag the null hypothesis 
against the sequence of alternatives 
Since & (O,,) -+ UJ as n + w, we see that as h increases the alternative hypotheses 
correspond to vaks of 8 approaching 8,,. The justification for comparing asympto- 
tic powers under these circumstances is that it is just. for situations where the 
alternative value of 8 is near &, that we wish to know which test is optimal-when 
this alternative value is far from 8,, all rca:onable tests have power close to 1 and 
findins an optimal one is not Rio critical a consideration. : 
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This same idea lies behind the first order efficiency approach which, roughly, 
states that for the alternative 8 near OO the power is maximized if the first derivative 
of the power function at BO is a maximum among the competing tests. This approach 
invariably concludes that tests equivalent to that based OE the derivative of the 
log-likelihood (in our notation U, (&)) are optimal. The relevance of this conclusion 
for the classical i.i.d. siituation can be explained by the fact that the likeiihood ratio 
test and the test based on U,(&) are siatistically equivalent asymptotically for local 
alternatives. Formally,? we rewrite (3.3) 
A” = (0” - eo)u”(e,) + S(e, - e”)2u;(0:) (4.2) 
where now the underlying X’s are i.i.d., 6, = &, + hn -i and w do not, in general, 
assume that the fami’iy is exponential. Under regularity conditions we can invoke 
the ergodic theorem to prove that the last term in (4.2) converges to a constant ~9 
that asymptotically A, and U,,(&) are linearly related. Hence the conclusion 
concerning the optimality of statistics equivalent to U,,(&) for tests against local 
alternatives is reasonable. 
Hot/ever, equation (4.2) also explains why the same conclusion does not follow 
for the Tonditional exponential families, and thus for stochastic processes in 
general. As we hL;*e shown, the last term in (4.2) in this case convcrgcs to 
- j, il 2 vV(&,), a random variable, so that we no longer have the asymptartic 
equivalence of A,, and U,(&) as in the i.i.d. situation. In other t”Tords, a criterion 
based on so-called first order efficiency may not be appropriate for the stochastic 
process situation. In fact, via the *?xamples in Section 6, we find that for the 
conditional exponential families the situation i s complicated and that cle;or-cut 
optimality ‘statements cannot be made for the choice of alternative hyp>thes~~\ 
given by (4.1). 
To &mpare asymptotic powers of our tests we simply compute constan’ts a,, 
J = A, I3 or c’ such that 
IPpaAJ]=a, J=A,BandC I[M) 
where cy is the desired test size, and then examine the probabilities Yf & > AJ 1, 
J = A, B and C. The random variables VJ (actually their distributions) are defined 
in (3.9) and Thleorem 2 indicates that these probabilities are the asymptotic powers 
we wish to compare. The Ney man-Pearson Lemma tells us that the test based on I 1, 
is txost polwerful so that we can define the following abaliute tne;bsure of 
(asymptotic) efficiency 
for the three test statistics, The number A,. is chosen so that P(J ) Al ) = a. 
efficiency measure gives a number in the interval [0, I], values ncrrror I 
greater efficiency. 
Ur~fsrtunately applications of this criteric9n are marred l-w the fxt tiwt de 
on LY and pt, test type A may or may not be mure eikient t&m test type B. From the 
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point of view of statistical theory this possibility highlights an intrinsic difference 
between the i.i.d. and stochastic process situations in general. In terms of 
exponential families the former situation ensures that W is degenerate at 1 and that 
all three test types are equivalent and asymptotically optimal; whereas in the latter 
case W is non-degenerate and general comparisons are not available. 
Two comments are however salient at this point. Firstly, the approach to the 
efficiency question offered by Basawa and Scott [2] and [3: is not adequate for the 
stochastic process situation since for some values of h and Q we find that the type A 
test is asymptotically more eficient (in the (4.4) sense) than the type B test. 
Secondly, in situations Yvhere the distribution of W is intractable, test type A can 
still be used and with some confidence as to its general efficiency as suggested by the 
results quoted in Section 6. 
In the following section we suggest an alternative, albeit heuristic, ju.stification of 
the e%cacy of the type A test in general. 
5. A heuristic argument 
Consider the following sequence of hypothesis tests. Take 
and having observed X1,. . ., X,-, compute 1,@,) (which is 9-n-I measurable by 
definition). Then consider the alternative hlrpothesis 
which is to be tested against Ho with respect to 9,,; that is, with respect to the 
. 
observatrons X1, X2, . . ., Xn. In effect we have a random sequence of aicernative 
hypotheses {HP} corresponding to the random sequences {O,,} and the alternative 
hypotheses are determined sequentially. 
At each stage n, treat 0, as fixed 3nd calculate the powers of the tests of interest. 
We again GSl be interested in the as,vmptotic values of these powers and attempt to 
use the con’iguity arguments to determine them. The anallogue of Lemma I is 
(5 1) . 
and the results k)f Lemma 2 remain unchanged except for the new form of ,/1. 
If the contiguity argument can now be applied we’ have that iPi”} and (P&} are 
contiguous and that the analogue of Theorem 2 produces results corresponding to 
(3.9) with 
/1’= hZ-t+h2, V,:=Z-th, 
V:,I= zW:+ ,I&@, Vl_= ZW-t+ hW-!_ (5 2) L . 
In this case it is clear that the type A test is asymptotically equivalent to the 
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likelihood ration test and so is asymptotically optimal. In other words. by cha:igin 
the sequence IO,,} to a random one, we can suggest an optimal test type among types, 
A, B and C. 
Moreover, recognizing that these arguments hold equally well for h < (1 (if rt,, is 
an interior point of 0) we can show that {&I)) is an optimal estimator with respect 
to the class 
%= {Tn) : $(&J(Tn - &)A F&, and whenever 
I~(&,)(& - &J remains bounded in probability 
in the sense of a type of W-efficiency (see Roussas [ 121). We wnsidcr the sequence 
of random intervals 
Jn(h,, h,; e,) = (‘?,,_ hMM, etr+ h214i(eo)) n = i,2,. . . : hi. h_ =++ 
and show that the following is true. 
Proposition 1. If (5.1) and (5.2) are valid, then Vh Ir h, > 0, codnuity pairtts o 
and (T,)E %‘, 
Proof. The result will follow if we can show that, for all It I, It, > 0, continuity Foitrts 
of F;,, 
F;,(h,) =G @(h,), F;,(- h,)a @( - h,) (5.4) 
since &,(6(n) E J,Jh,, h,; e,,))--+ @(h,) - @(hJ (@( . ) is the standard normal in- 
tegral). We note that for 
8, = e,+ h,l,t!e,), 
P,, (&e,J(T,, -- e,,) 2 k) = Pfi,, (&el,)(T,, - ed W--+ W 
since { Tn} C? ‘4. However, 
< l/2 for all 6 > fh,. 
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by the Neyma:r-Pearson lemma. Thus we have 
F;u(hr)~P(Z~ihr+S) b’S>;hZ 
--3 F;,(h2) G P(Z s h,) = @(hz) 
which is the first part of (5.4). The second part follows similarly on considering 
8, 1 80 - hJ;~(&). 
Thus for the conditional exponential families we have suggested the efficiency, in 
the sense of (X3), of the MLE. However there are some technical problems with 
this irpproach. Firstly, concerning the contiguity of {Pz,,) and {P&} we need to 
consider 8,, as fixed (non-random) to have 
whereas, when considering the limiting distribution of .4,@,) under PBo, we make 
explicit use of the fact that 8, is a function of I&?,,) and hence random. These two 
separate requirements have either to be reconciled or else the limiting distributions 
under the alternatives have to be obtained without recourse to the contiguity 
argument if the above calculations are to be made rigorous. 
6. Examples 
We first of all consider the branching process (1 = X0. X1, . . . } with a power series 
distribution for the offspring distribution. We will deal with the supercriticaf case 
with mean 9 E 0 = ( I, a) for the offspring distribution and assume &(X1 = 0) = 0 
‘W6 E 0. (See [3] for some details). We assume ~‘(0) = var,(X,) < G+Z and we find 
lthat 
where 
ln(0) = u-2Yn_l, 
Y, = c n Xjs 
J-0 
s,(9) = cP(en - I)@ - 1)-’ 
We follow Basawa and Scott [3] and consider the particular case 
P,(X, = k) = 8 -‘(1 - o-i)k-‘, k = 1,2,. . . 
for which we can evaluate the distribution of W(Q), namely it is exponential with 
unit parameter. Since these branching processes are conditional exponential 
families (see Heyde and Feigin [9]), we have 
K(0)= L($)(i(n)- e), 
-where 
i(n) = (Yn - 1)f kT,_,, 
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To apply the theory of the preceding sections we readily verify that In --) % as., 
and that 4’(O) has a bounded derivative in some neighbourhood of 8,, E (!, x). 
(Note that +(O) = 8 -‘(O - 1 j-’ for this model and the required boundedness 
follows.) 
For the test criteria 
&(n, &) 3 Al, J = A, B or C 
we note that, from Basawa and Scott [3], 
hg = - (2)-Qog(2Q), hc = (1-24x)(241 - a])-! 
whereas for the hkelihood ratio test hL (dependent on h) can be determined by 
numerical integration. Table 1 presents the values of el (h, a) = eJ (O,,, h, CY) as weli 
as the values of the power type 1, tests for several values of h and cy (note that in 
this case and in also the next example the distribution of W is independent of &,). 
Where the required quantity was not available in closed form, nur;lerical integra- 
tion was used. 
-__I_- 
a 0.01 u.025 0.05 
0.5 A 0.781 0.656 0.909 
B 0.978 0.982 I).984 
C 0.276 0.386 0.515 
--_----------------------_~-------_------e_-e- 
L” 0.043 (2.206)* 0.082 (1.663) 0. I33 ( 1 .X) 
1.0 A 5.836 0.902 0.M 
B 0.9c2 0.916 0.927 
C ‘V 0.119 8‘ .__I 333 0.378 _ -.-------------_----------------_a- -----a-s 
L” 0.115 (1.753) 0.183 (1.295) 0.2S8 (0.949) 
2.0 A 0.952 0.970 il.976 
B 0.752 0.787 O.tsIS 
C 0.056 c).frt,Cl O.-I31 ---_--_-_-__I____-_-_-__-.___--_._.-____--_--- 
L” 0.338 (1.117) 0.34s (0.78 1.) 0.536 (0.528) 
2”aole 1. Asymptotic relative efficiencies (t!_,(h, a)) for the branching process. 
“For the type L test the actual powers are given. 
*The numbers in parentheses correspond to the values of A, computed. 
From thris table we see immediately that for the range of values of la aud cx 
chosen the type C test is inferior and we may infer tSlat, asymptotically, it is inferior 
generally. Type A and B tests are generally comparable with the ~CHXOCC ~~~~~~~ 
preferable for larger values of h and CL If one wanted to use this or a similar tiMe 
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for decidin;; which test to use !N observations based on a large value of y1 one could 
compute h from 
h r &&,)(O’- et,) 
where 6’ is the value of 8 under the alternative hypothesis. Then, with the chosen 
value of Q! proceed to decide which test to use based on the asymptotic powers 
given in the table. 
, 
We briefly mention the fo?lowmg second example. Let {X,,; n 2 1) he the first 
order autogressive process generated by the d#crence equations 
where 10 1:’ 1, X0 = 0 and the {E,, ; rz s l} form a sisquence of Cd. N(O, a2) random 
variables. For convenience we Iset c2 = 1 and obtain 
In := I&l)= 2 xf-,, 5 w ( ,* : = -&)($p+n) - 
ISI 
and 
6(n) = 2 XiXi -l/1,1. 
i-l 
Again the process belongs to a conditional exponential family and since 
(0 -“X,, 9,, ; n 2 2) is a zero mlcan martingale with respect to PO, we can show 
&“X, + V a.s. [PO] 
where 
and that 
W”(8) = &;‘(e)I, -4 W’ 7,s. 
where 
W - xf,, (chi-squared). 
Anderson [I] has shown that the required bivariate weak convergence (2.5) also 
holds, so that the above theory is applicable. Moreover, the corresponding 
a[symptotic efficiencies produce the same pattern as in Table I and will not be 
presented here (but can be supplied on request). 
7. Conclusions 
The above discussion has served to illustrate the inherent dS%culties in attempt- 
ing to apply classical inference theory even to “nice” but non-stationary stochastic 
processes. In particular the e%ciency criterion suggested by Basawa and Scott [2] 
a:nd [3] is found wanting and an explanantion of this falct is presented. Attempts at 
finding some alternative criterion which would in turn be useful to determine the 
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efficiency of the MIX for conditional exponential families have also been de- 
scribed. 
The difficulty stems from the non-degeneracy of W, a limit random v;rri&lc 
associated with the stochastic processes under discussion, and thus one is Icd TV 
consider the possibility of analyzing the stochastic process conditional on W. In 
fact, for both the examples discussed in the previous section, this type of analysis 
can be performed and results of this approach will be presented separately. 
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